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IDLSoc Virtual Event

IDLSoc Virtual Event Registration is OPEN!

The Programme Overview

Registration for the IDLSoc Virtual Event is
now open!
Registration is free to all members of the International
Data Links Society, and once registered you will be
informed by email as soon as the online enviroment is
open. The aim is to make this area available from the
beginning of October in preparation for the event.

If you have yet to become a member of the International
Data Links Society and you wish to attend the event, now
could not be a better time to join.

Please note that applying for membership includes an
approval process, so we recommend applying before 20th

October 2020 to ensure your membership is approved in
time to register for the IDLSoc Virtual Event.

As you can see from the above session overview, a series of
two hour fifteen minute sessions will take place across five
days to make up this virtual event. We will be using WebEx as
the main online platform and all sessions will be accessed via
this.

We aim for all sessions to be recorded and those who were
unable to join the the live sessions will be able to access the
pre-recorded presentations after the session.

The event covers a mix of content, with presentations coming
from members of both the Military and Industry and several
companies who originally offered full day training courses for
the IDLS2020 live event will be providing training sessions on
Monday 26th October.

Companies who had committed to exhibiting at IDLS2020
have been given the opportunity to present either a capability
overview or technical presentation.

A full breakdown of the programme
is now available to view by logging

on to the Virtual Enviroment

https://idls2020.com/Pages/Standard/Home
https://idls2020.com/Pages/Standard/Home
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Individual/Membership
https://idls2020.com/Pages/Standard/Login/VirtualLogin
https://idls2020.com/Pages/Standard/Login/VirtualLogin
https://idls2020.com/Pages/Standard/Login/VirtualLogin
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IDLSoc Virtual Event - Training Day - 26th October 2020
Day One of the event features a full day of training sessions, which are described below.

The Link 16 community is about to receive a major
upgrade in capacity, flexibility, and security. The delivery of
MIDS Baseline Upgrade-2 and MIDS JTRS CMN-4 not only
ensures the security and viability of Link 16 for the next
few decades, but also has the potential to change the
shape of the future battlefield. This training course will
provide insight into these new capabilities and how they
will affect operations in the future.

Agenda

• MIDS Baseline Upgrade-2

• MIDS Baseline Upgrade-2 Introduction

• Link 16 Enhanced Throughput (LET) Explained

• Link Crypto Modernization

• Frequency Remapping

• MIDS JTRS CMN-4

• Concurrent Multi-Netting

• Concurrent Contention Receive

• CMN-4 Network Configuration Options

Introduction to MIDS Baseline
Upgrade-2 and JTRS CMN-4
Patrick Pierson, NCS
08:00 - 10:15 GMT

Link 16 Network Management
Brian Bass, Curtiss Wright

Tactical Data Link (TDL) Testing

This two hour course will present an example of a typical
TDL testing activity for one focused message taking into
consideration the requirements, test planning and pre-
conditions, the test events and the physical
demonstration of completing each stage of the testing
cycle. Within the 2 hours we will step through
Requirements Capture, scenario utilisation, real-time and
post mission analysis mapping onto the engineering V-
Model. The course will cover some theoretical aspects of
testing coupled with practical examples using different
software applications. The course will be delivered by a
range of instructional staff providing valuable insight from
both an operational and engineering perspective. This
session is bespoke for this IDLS and promises to be an
excellent insight into the Leidos approach to TDL end-to-
end testing.

This overview course highlights the interoperable
functions as related to overall Link 16 network
management – from Information Exchange Requirement
(IER) determination to managing data shared across the
link.

Kevin Halford, David Barnes & Mick Whiteley,
Leidos

MIDS JTRS Fundamentals
20:00 - 22:15 GMT
Joseph Maestro and Tim Trudeau, Viasat

Major topics include:

1. What is Interoperability?

2. IER Determination

3. Network Design

4. Network and Operational Planning

5. Network Initialization

6. Network Operations/Information Management

The course design is an overview for Link 16 users
needing to move their operations or training program to
the next level. Program managers and engineers will find
the knowledge gained very useful while managing Link
16 systems within their portfolio. There are no
prerequisites to attend this course.

12:00 - 14:15 GMT

16:00 - 18:15 GMT

Times correct at time of publication.
Unlike the Presentations, many of the

Training Sessions will not be recorded.

Crypto-modernized radios are here and more allied nations
are starting to see the critical need for the basic to
intermediate level of knowledge need for proper operation
of MIDS-JTRS. By adding more specific training in areas of
concern to the operations and maintenance of the MIDS-
JTRS Software Defined Radio (SDR) and understanding of
the Software Architecture, and understanding of the
nuances of the MIDS JTRS will come to light. This new
understanding will benefit any operator, maintainer, or
engineer and this two hour course breakdown and
demystify all the capabilities of CMN-4 radio and
demonstrate how the HMIG interface terminal web server
will allow the user to conduct fault finding, diagnose and
report the levels of failure the terminal is showing.
Secondly, the course will provide an overview of the typical
settings the MIDS JTRS CMN-4 radio needs to function
correctly. These topics range from crypto loading to
adaptable parameter settings in the Initialization load that
could prevent operations on Link 16.

The following topics will be discussed over the course of
the two hour period

MIDS JTRS TOPICS
� Introduction to MIDS-JTRS
� MIDS-JTRS Proper Operational Setup
� MIDS JTRS Batteries
� MIDS JTRS Crypto Loading
� MIDS JTRS Initialization loading
� Using the MIDS JTRS HMIG
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IDLSoc Virtual Event - Technical Presentations
Below are some of the technical presentations available.

The Challenges of Rotary Wing
Digital Communications in an
Operationally Limiting Environment.

A presentation of the problems encountered integrating
rotary wing platforms into tactical communications domain
for air-air and air-land communications in operationally
challenging environments.

Rotary wing platforms have traditionally had poorer tactical
communication, relying on only tactical voice and in some
cases relatively basic bespoke data links offering little wider
interoperability.

Rotary wing platforms in reconnaissance and attack roles
have rapidly grown in capability with improved sensor and
effectors being installed, but have generally suffered with an
inability to share and fully participate digitally in the tactical
communication domain, meaning their benefits aren’t fully
realised.

The technology trend of smaller and cheaper terminals,
satcom and tactical radios, coupled with the demand to
digitally share this information has led to tactical
communications being a key requirement in a number of
rotary wing platforms upgrade programmes.

But selection and operational use of the tactical
communications system will have its own challenges which
will be examined;

■ Due to immediate co-operation being mainly with the
land domain, rotary wing tactical comms selection has
always been a challenge; is a proprietary TacCIS system
to be used or Airborne/Maritime based TDL. How can
maximum inter platform land, air or maritime
interoperability be provided and supported by emerging
land based TacCIS programmes?

■ Information exchange between platforms will range,
from situational awareness and tasking, through to co-
operative working initiatives such Manned and
Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T).

■ The desire cross-domain participation for
reconnaissance, CAS, Joint Fires etc in high tempo
future operations such as UK STRIKE initiative, requires
rapid information exchange between multiple platforms
at the tactical edge.

Linking Outside the Box
For over the last 40 years Link 16 has been considered one of
the main NATO standards to exchange tactical data over
joint networks. NATO Nations and coalition forces still use
this Tactical Data Link ahead of many others due to its ability
to transmit encrypted data in near real-time, detect and
correct coding errors, communication robustness against
jammers, low probability of interception (LPI), etc. But Link
16 also presents some drawbacks. Provided that MIDS LVT
frequency range is well known, air units participating on a
Link 16 network cannot ensure a low probability of detection
(LPD), which in combat operations across contested or
denied airspace would be crucial to grant the mission
success. There are different basic ways to increase these
chances, mostly related to the use of an efficient Emission
Control (EMCON) model (i.e. restricting the level of emissions
as the aircraft approaches a contested or denied airspace)
and/or setting up constraints with respect to the radiation
patterns.

These approaches may increase the survivability of the
platform at the expense of losing transmission capabilities
during the terminal phase. Besides, although certain Network
Participation Groups (NPG) might be dedicated for Intra-
Flight communication purposes, Link 16 network designs are
usually assessed at a coalition level. This implies that certain
Intra-Flight needs might not be fully taken into consideration
during the definition stage and therefore, control over the
media that is intended to be used during the most critical
part of the mission can be limited. In the same way, the
bandwidth provided by MIDS terminals may be sufficient for
exchanging streams of tactical data already defined by the
Link 16 standard, but not for more demanding content, such
as high quality imagery, videos, etc. This may suggest that
the use of Link 16 by means of ground waves could be
limited to benign and permissive airspace, as well as
contested to a lesser extent.

However, transmission means are still required outside that
volume (or “box”) and thus, additional options shall be
explored in order to complement what Link 16 currently
provides to the Force. Intra-Flight Data Links could be
pointed out as a potential solution that lets the squad going
further and beyond the “Link 16 Box”. Intra-Flight Data Links
will provide LPD in contested/denied scenarios, network
design freedom in contested/denied environments and high
volume of data exchange (imagery, video). Depending on the
operational requirements, it may also provide full
interoperability with Link 16 and together with wideband
SATCOM, a resilient network in the most complex scenarios.
But of course, Intra-Flight Data Links is not a “one size fits
all” and now is the moment to assess how much benefit this
solution might bring to us, whether the return on investment
would be positive or if there is a better approach to deal with
the mentioned issues. Across this presentation, an overall
overview of all these topics will be provided.

Paul Freeman, General Dynamics UK

Francisco Gonzalez, Airbus
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Big Data via ISR to Tactical Gateway
William (Bill) Boothman, Thales UK ISR

Tactical to ISR Gateways
Buzz words come and go, but one thing that is a constant in
warfare fighting is the need to see to see the big picture, with
higher levels of detail added depending on the tasking, that
allows the fighting decision process to be supported by data
from multiple sources.
The battle field recognised picture is being contributed to
more and more, from unmanned vehicles, with them
expanding in all environments of the battle space Land, Sea
and Air, along with other non-traditional sources of
information crossing into the traditional data areas, and how
we transfer key data between networks with constrained
bandwidths.

In some gateway architectures a one way data diode can be
implemented to mix data from disparate data links to provide
a common operational picture. The data diode architecture,
with little or no operator action prevents data from flowing
back onto a lower classification network. Data can only be
forwarded from lower security level networks to higher-level
networks. An example would be mixing unclassified data
with NATO Secret data and displaying it in a common
operating picture. However the final data could not be
forwarded to the unclassified data link network.

In Conclusion, Security Policy may have a greater impact on
architecture and capability to the system than the impact of
adding gateway hardware and software capability to the
system. Any deployment of gateway technology will require
these security considerations as a primary driver for the
overall implementation.

This presentation will provide an overview of data transfer
and security issues in the implementation of multi-data link
gateways. As the battlefield environment becomes more and
more complex with disparate communication systems
deployed across the theatre the need for data link gateways
to forward data between links becomes a mandatory
requirement and not an option. Waveforms ranging from Link
16 to UHF Wideband, TSM, Link 22, CDL, VMF, UHF
narrowband, MADL and SATCOM are all deployed during
engagements. As new data links are introduced, they coexist
with older valued data links leaving the battlefield with
multiple systems that are not directly interoperable. The
addition of data link gateways can enable these disparate
systems not directly interoperable to interact effectively.

As more ground users, mobile platforms and UAVs have been
deployed, coordination of information with traditional data
link users like fighters, ISR aircraft, and command and
control elements has become a significant challenge. Data
Link gateways are becoming one method of ensuring that
these disparate data sources can share information.

With the establishment of gateways a number of data
forwarding challenges have been identified. Differences in
Link timing, message structures, and link controls provide a
challenge to moving data around the battlefield in real time.
The increase in capacity and speed in digital processing
technology has aided gateways in forwarding and fusing
data from various data links.

Varied security levels of disparate data links create data
routing challenges. The mixing of data from data links at
different security levels requires additional handling of
information to ensure that security requirements are not
violated while forwarding information. Software ability to
consider specific security labeling of messages prevents
data from being erroneously routed to data links with lower
security levels.

Understanding TDL Gateway
Challenges

Gateway Panel
Nick Kropp will be chairing the Gateway Panel, along with
Bill Boothman, Michael Kocin and other experts in the field.Michael Kocin, GALT

Focus on timetable, targeted deployments and results of first
trials conducted to deploy the new TDL Link 22 in the French
navy.

Link 22 in French Navy
LT CDR Damien Deshaix, French Navy

The German Air Force is studying the applicability of artificial
intelligence tools to enhance its data link analysis
capabilities. After completing the first stage of this process,
Lt Col Ziems will be giving a brief outline of the results,
lessons learned as well as possible paths going forward.

AI, Big Data & Link 16
Lt Col Frank Ziems, German Air Force

How Emerging TDL Capabilities will
Impact Networks and Command and
Control Systems.
Michael Kocin, GALT

This presentation will discuss where data links are heading in
the future and how they impact current and future networks.
As users and data capacity increase there are significant
challenges to the Command and Control structure as well as
overall information distribution. Not all challenges are
network based, emerging cyber threats are discussed and
high-level strategies to combat these threats.
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Examining the number of possible data links deployed on the
battlefield and the coming increase in the amount of data
these links are capable pushing is taxing current network
processing assets. The example of Link 16 illustrates large
challenges in processing based on increased data due to
CMN/CCR, ET and larger number of participants (JUs).
Adding wide band data links from 5th Generation fighter, CDL
and wideband UHF further complicate the situation. Future
data processing requires computing hardware families that
will allow replacement and re-hosting of software at minimal
cost. This is required since most digital systems become
difficult to support and repair after 5 years of service.
Software needs to be more modular and employ more
artificial intelligence to speed data to the Situational
awareness displays.

With all of the data moving on the battlefield there is a huge
concern over the cyber environment that these data links
reside in. Many adversaries are applying more and varied
cyber threats to our networks. These threats include
disruption and denial, spoofing, information exploitation and
insertion in malware. Network designs need to consider
these factors in examining network designs, gateway
designs an in general how data is shared. Additionally, the
Command and Control systems and Network processing
elements need to employ core software capability in actively
monitoring the environment. This will monitor for intrusion,
react to threats and ensure that all Jus and C2 are authorized
to connect. At the data link level, waveform security and
cryptography are utilized to ensure connectivity between
participants.

Finally, we will discuss alternatives to traditional command
and control structures. A more distributed approach to battle
management will aid in processing of real time data of
multiple data links and aid in reducing cyber threats by
eliminating single path connections into the overall
command and control structure. Additionally, employment of
artificial intelligence software like voice commanded
operational picture manipulation will significantly improve
response times of system operators.

Descriptions of each of the Capability Overviews are coming
in, and will be updated on the IDLSoc 2020 Virtual Event
platform.

Ensuring the Reach, Resiliency, and
Relevancy of Link 16
Pete Camana, Viasat

Capability Overviews

The presentation names and abstracts
are accurate at the time of publication.

The Virtual Event organisers reserve
the right to change any information

where necessary without notice. You
will be updated on any significant

changes.

For more than 30 years Link 16 has served as the tactical
data link of choice for U.S. and Coalition Forces, delivering an
integrated picture of friendly and hostile forces, the location
of aircraft, ground-target data and general situational
awareness. But now warfare is changing, the battlespace is
evolving, and Link 16 is changing too, with a broader user
base and a range of technological upgrades on the way.

Originally designed for air-to-air missions in the 1980s, Link
16 provided secure, jam-resistant, line-of-sight data
exchanges between the computers on military platforms that
needed real-time situational awareness, command and
control, navigation, and identification. Defined by the United
States Department of Defense’s MIL-STD-6016, the original
Link 16 messages and protocol have expanded over the

years to fill more roles and missions, but the fundamental
waveform is essentially the same.

With over 40 countries and over 15,000 platforms using Link
16 (whether that’s with the traditional program of record
terminals or the next-generation radios), it has become the
most widely adopted tactical data link/coalition network
worldwide and has demonstrated its reach and resiliency in
multiple ways, delivering a range of key technological
enhancements that will help ensure its relevancy as an
effective tool in any future near-peer conflict.

Crypto Moderniza�on

Enhanced Throughput

Frequency Remapping

Concurrent Mul�-Net

Dynamic Network Management
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IDLSoc Virtual Event - Demonstration
The demonstration participants will be working closely together (with appropriate social distancing measures in place). The
demonstration itself has evolved and been adapted for the COVID environment.

Together, the participants have created a singular scenario. Throughout the event, delegates can see how individual vendors
solve a variety of unique problems in their own ways.

Vendors will use a combination of Link 16 and Link 33 planning, management, networking simulation and gateway operations.

They will also explore compatibility with data exchanges such as VMF, JREAP and SADL,

Multi TDL Planning Vignette

Meta Mission Data

The ever-increasing
number of data link
enabled platforms
operating in ever more
complex multi-national
operations has rapidly

generated the need for automated planning support.
Data Link Managers/Interface Control Officers
(DLM/ICO) need effective network planning tools to
plan these complex tactical networks. TacPlan can assist the Planners with the means to capture Information Exchange
Requirements (IERs), plan network architectures, adhere to any Link 16 Radiation Restrictions and ultimately produce a fully
validated OPTASK Link message, in multiple formats, to convey Direction and Guidance (D&G) for data link employment.
TacPlan can provide a valuable tool set for both Planners and Operators to execute their missions in a timely and efficient
manner.

The vignette is based on operations in and around Danish airspace and support to a SAR mission off the coast of Norway,
utilising Link 16, Link 22 and JREAP and incorporates platforms from the Danish Armed Forces and NATO. The demonstration
will show how TacPlan can help the planning team create a national network including Sensor coverage, Line of Sight (LOS)
and Time Slot Duty Factor (TSDF) calculations and generate Network Design requests and a validated OPTASK Link.

The ability to accurately plan complex coalition multi-TDL operations is difficult for even the most
seasoned operator. New and improved capabilities (e.g. Enhanced Throughput, Modernized
Crypto, Network Enabled Weapons, CMN-4, etc.) require advanced software applications
designed to meet tomorrows requirements today.

The Advanced Link Planning System (ALPS) with the integrated functionality of the Operational
Requirements and Capabilities Application (ORCA) and the Complete OPTASK Link Tool (COLT) enables even novice users to
confidently generate a 100% validated OPTASK Link in USMTF and NATO formats.

The vignette will demonstrate how ALPS has streamlined the Network Planning process enabling the creation of an OPTASK Link
in minutes instead of days.

Vignette 1. Sea Rescue
A modern day rescue of the
S.S Danmark.

The rescue of the SS
Danmark began on April 6, 1889, when the cargo ship SS
Missouri, came to the rescue of the sinking SS Danmark and
saved all of the passengers and crew of the Danmark.

This vignette will be a recreation of this historical event.

Viasat will use a combination of software tools to demonstrate how an operator can
create a robust simulated Link 16 network using software derived from that actual
software defined terminals. During our demonstration, you will be able to observe
how an operator can easily set up and configure a simulated Link 16 network using
TOES (Terminals Operational Environment Simulator).
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Vignette 2. BMD

Within this vignette we will demonstrate our capacity to provide the Link 22 Network Simulation as
well as the Link 22 Network Monitoring and Management during the execution of the mission.

- Network Establishment
- Link 22 Network Monitoring for connectivity assessment and bandwidth utilization
- The SAR Helicopter performs a Late Network Entry request

- The Network Management Unit (NMU) allocates capacity to the SAR Unit
- The SAR Unit receives the Tactical Picture and executes the mission

In regards to Ballistic Missile
Defense, the Battlefield
Operational Support System
(BOSS) can transmit and

process the full range of messages relating to BMD. The BOSS
has the capability of simulating ballistic missile tracks and
injecting them into scenarios via the data link to improve and
aid in training.

Our vignette shows a scenario in which a ballistic missile is
detected being launched and targeting Karup Air Base in
Denmark. A Command and Control, Battle Management, and
Communications (C2BMC) is located at the NATO base in
Hansaviertel, Germany which will provide C2 for the
engagement. There is an AN/TPY-2 radar in Niederhagen, Germany for tracking of missiles, and four Patriot batteries, one each
located at Frederikshavn Naval Base, Denmark; Skrydstrup Air Base, Denmark; Hohn Air Base, Germany; and Poznan Air Base,
Poland, as well as a Cruiser and Destroyer in the Baltic Sea.

The vignette will demonstrate not only the simulation capability in BOSS, but also the Command and Control capability, as
viewed from the C2BMC, to include detection, tracking, assignment, and engagement of the missile.

In this Vignette we will show how our software is able to simulate an entire Link 16 network for a
BMD Mission.

At the beginning we will initialize multiple Link 16 units in the same Link 16 network.
A Ground Based Air Defense (GBAD) unit detects a Ballistic Missile arriving from the NorthEast.
After a while, we suspect that the GBAD unit has not enough Time Slots to disseminate the
information to the Network.

We decide to modify the Time Slot Allocation of the GBAD unit to avoid losing information.
Then the Air Operation Centre decides to send an engage command to the GBAD unit in order to kill the threat.

Vignette 3. Air-to-Air
For the fighter community,
BOSS can provide real-time
feedback for training
engagements with its Range

Training Officer (RTO) feature. Utilizing this feature, BOSS can
provide an RTO moderating an event real-time shot data for
both blue and red participants in order to evaluate shots in
the absence of, or in addition to, ACMI data.

Our vignette shows a training scenario in which two Danish F-
16s from Skrydstrup Air Base are tasked with intercepting two
USAF F-15Cs, simulating SU-27s, escorting a USAF KC-135
simulating a TU-95, which is enroute to strike Karup Air Base.
The training event is occurring off the west coast of Denmark.
Supporting the event with command and control for both blue and red aircraft is a NATO E-3 which is orbiting to the south and
the RTO will be located at the Joint Data Link Operations Center located at Karup Air Base.

The RTO feature of BOSS will provide the RTO with BRAA data, and shots will be recorded for both blue and red platforms.
Shots can be recorded in two ways; based off the J13.2 Weapons Store update, or via a J12.6 Missile in Flight message. The
RTO can then evaluate the shots based on the BRAA data to determine the validity and value of the shots.

We will watch the events from the viewpoint of the RTO. To start the RTO will set up their terminal and enter the network using
the terminal emulation feature of BOSS, as well as the “6 Clicks to the Net” using the Terminal Control Wizard (TCW). The
scenario will start and we’ll show the set-up of the RTO function. We’ll then walk through the events that occur up through the
shots by the fighters. We’ll view both the tactical display and RTO display to show the target information, and how the shots
are recorded when they are made. Since the shot recordings are static, the RTO can evaluate the shot based on the moment of
the shot.



After the network is set up, the observer will also be able to view our newly
redesigned network monitoring tool, ARMS (Amalgamated Remote Management
System) to provide full multimode/multinet network monitoring while an Air-to-Air
scenario plays in the background.
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At the time of going to press, IBM and SAIC demonstration input was not available. We would like to
thank them and all the other companies cited above for their participation in the Demonstration.

IDLSoc Virtual Event - Sponsorship
The Society has a range of promotional opportunities to help companies get more exposure in the lead
up to and during this virtual event. If you are interested in taking out a sponsorship package, please
contact events@idlsocweb.org.

The IDLSoc Virtual Event benefits and prices can be found below.

mailto:events@idlsocweb.org
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Silver

Gold

Platinum

Sponsors of the IDLSoc Virtual Event
We would like to thank the following companies for sponsoring the IDLSoc Virtual Event.

Bronze
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Corporate Membership
We would like to thank Cobham, Combitech and SCYTALYS
for renewing their Society corporate membership.

For more information about becoming a Corporate
Member of IDLSoc please click here.

There are many benefits to becoming a member of the
International Data Links Society, and any data link user,
customer, manager, policy maker, technical adviser,
support agent or supplier are eligible for membership with
the Society.
Benefits include:

Access to the only dedicated network for Data
Links professionals providing a great opportunity
to connect with others across the wider Data
Links community.
Access to hundreds of Data Links related
documents and files.
The opportunity to attend Chapter events, and to
get priority booking at IDLSoc events.
Every year IDLSoc holds a Symposium, and as a
member you get a special discounted fee for
attendance.

The current individual one year subscription fee is
US$75.00 and you can apply online.

Society staff will vet your application for eligibility and
once approved, you will be sent at ID to login to the
website and purchase an individual subscription using a
pre-issued group code.

IDLSoc Membership

Corporate News

Following final installation of the Thales Joint Network Management System
(JNMS), the Interim Operational Capability (IOC) Site Acceptance Test (SAT) event
was conducted simultaneously across the UK at the six Terminal Sites of Remote
Radar Head (RRH) Neatishead, RRH Staxton Wold, RRH Buchan, RRH Benbecula,
RAF Valley and MOD Tregantle Fort, and the two Control/Standby Sites at RAF High
Wycombe and RAF Scampton.

The SAT, carried out by personnel from Thales at Templecombe was witnessed by the UK MOD,
various Customer organisations and Military Users. JNMS successfully passed SAT and the
Fixed system was formally Accredited and granted an Interim Authority to Operate; therefore,
JNMS can be used operationally with immediate effect.
Used by all three UK Services the Thales JNMS system provides the UK with the capability to
dynamically manage and monitor the operational exchange of secure data across multiple
Link16 networks. Supported by JRE solutions, multi-link operational data can be received and
forwarded within UK Airspace and beyond from other agencies and Tactical Data Link capable
platforms.
In recent very challenging circumstances, Thales employees are working hard to continue to
meet our customer commitments. Working alongside our customers, keeping ourselves and
them safe, Thales were able to achieve this important milestone.

Thales and MOD together achieve Initial Operating
Capability for the Joint Network Management System

https://www.european-antennas.co.uk/markets/military/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwtsv7BRCmARIsANu-CQdKysOV7r15FGAiw-cvt_bLtuEe9kDHS0uwXpDWfirk_FGYhow9r10aAtglEALw_wcB
https://combitech.com/
https://www.scytalys.com/
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Corporate/CABInfo
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Individual/Membership

